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Agreenculture

A French company that designs, develops 
and produces autonomous solutions for the 
agricultural world.

We co-design robotic solutions with farmers 
and manufacturers that respect the land and 
Human labour.

«The robots arrived three years ago on the farm. They 
are a new generation of tools that provide us with 
solutions and improve the quality of work.»

THOMAS BUGNON
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At the service of 
your expertise

The robotic solution 
for viticulture
The AGC BOX is a technology powerhouse for all your machine 
automation needs. 

UV resistant and IP67 waterproof Radome 
without radio interference.

Operating range : -20°C to +70°C

4G LTEM worldwide modem
with 2G and 3G backup

Inertial unit

Bumper

LiDAR

Warning
Zone

AGC Box

Security control by 
geofencing PL C ISO 13849

Positioning and 
and Guiding 50Hz

4G antennas for 
permanent coverage

3 Bus CAN FD 2.0 A and B for 
more bandwidth and ease of 
integration

Left LED, power supply status
Right LED, operating status & 

programmable as required

Standard surveyor mounting 
5/8-11 thread and 
positioning pin for 

mounting on machines

6061 aircraft grade aluminium, 
designed for outdoor use 
with high corrosion resistance

IMX8 Processor
Web server for 
user applications

Power supply compatible 
from 9 V to 36 V

Waterproof connector, 
robust, ergonomic, 
socket lock, 19-pin

Hardened power supply 
for everyday use

WiFi, Bluetooth LE

2.4GHz & 868MHz 
LoRa antennas

Tri-frequency GNSS receiver
ASIL B certified RTK positioning

This step consists of digitalizing the parcel and 
securing it with a virtual outline.

1. Installation of the baseline

2. Mapping of crop rows

3. Mapping of all obstacles 
    (pylon, water hydrant, ditch, ...)

4. SafeFencing - Safety boundary line
SafeFencing is the certified safety feature which ensures 
that no part of the CEOL robot or its tool protrudes beyond 
the safety contour defined during surveying, the accuracy is 
centimetric.

Surveying

5. Generation of the route for CEOL

6. Mission optimization

7. Validation test on simulator

A mission is the working path defined for a              
robot/implement combination on a plot.

Generation
of the mission

8. Activation of the robot and mission launch 

Transport, unloading, positioning.

9. Setting up CEOL and its tool 

Working speed, working height, width, ...

10. End of mission

The robot returns to its parking area and alerts by SMS.

Course 
of action

By combining an ASIL B certified GNSS - RTK receiver and 
the computing power of a computer, the AGC Box supervises 
and secures the execution of work, and transforms the 
machines to make them autonomous and communicative. 
It is a powerful interface linking your expertise and the 
machine.


